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Abstract 

Accurate information on catches and fishing effort is necessary to facilitate sustainable fishery 
management. Both the time and the location of fishing operations of industrial vessels can 
usually be identified using automatic speed records from Vessel Monitoring System. 
However, such monitoring systems are not operational in most small-scale fisheries in 
developing countries, which makes fishing effort estimation challenging. To address this 
issue, we carried out a tracking study in 2017 in the coral reef fishery in the Toliara bay 
(southwest Madagascar), where fishermen make daily trips with traditional sailing boats 
(outrigger canoes) and use three main gears: mosquito seine nets, gillnets, and hand line. We 
monitored the movements of 14 boats (mosquito seine nets: 8 ; gillnet : 4 ; hand line : 2) using 
portable GPS trackers. Each GPS tracker recorded boat positions at 30-second intervals to 
detect rapid change of fishers’ activities. The study was composed of two parts. On the one 
hand, an on-board observer recorded the nature, time, and duration of all fishing and non-
fishing events during 29 trips of those boats (mosquito seine nets: 11; gillnet : 9 ; hand line : 
9) in a logbook, using a watch synchronized with GPS time. These visual on-board 
observations allowed us for determining the typical shape of fishing trajectories of each gear, 
including fishing and non-fishing events. This result showed that fishing and non-fishing 
events would be accurately detectable on gear-specific trajectory patterns using a mapping 
system. On the other hand, boat movements were monitored for about 45 additional days 
without on-board observation, which generated 193 additional daily trajectory records 
(mosquito seine nets : 114 ; gillnet : 54; hand line : 25). Each single GPS position of those 
trajectories was then visually classified into a fishing or non-fishing event using a GIS, based 
on the typical spatial patterns that had been described for each gear. 
For up-scaling that monitoring system, an automatic procedure of fishing event identification 
was then developed. All trajectory data was used to train four common machine learning 
models (i.e., generalized linear model, support vector machine, classification and regression 
trees, and random forest). The covariates used for model predictions were defined to account 
for the local speed and shape of the trajectories. They were calculated at each GPS position 
(hereafter point i), as follows: 1) area of the convex hull of the polygon obtained by 
connecting point i and the five, six, seven, height, nine, and ten previous points, 2) area of that 
polygon divided by the square of the polygon’s perimeter, 3) number of GPS positions within 
a 20-m, 40-m, 60-m, 80-m,  110-m, 150-m, and 180-m radius circle centred at point i, and 4) 
average speed computed using the last two, three, four, and five GPS positions. Finally a cross 
validation procedure was performed to derive the three model prediction quality criteria: 
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accuracy (i.e., proportion of correct fishing and non-fishing events), sensitivity (true positive 
rate), and specificity (false positive rate). The results showed that the quality of the model 
predictions was very high for each gear. The random forest model performed better than other 
learning models: the model predictions for mosquito seine net, gillnet, and hand line achieved 
an accuracy of 89%, 91%, and 92%, respectively, a sensitivity of 93%, 95%, and 95%, 
respectively, and a specificity of 84%, 84%, and 85%, respectively. The learning model 
therefore allowed for automatically and accurately detecting fishing events and non-fishing 
events of all boats’ trajectories. 
We provided a methodological framework for processing large data sets of fine-scale boat 
movements, so as to estimate and to map effective fishing effort in small-scale fisheries. This 
framework would be applicable to other fishing gears and other small-scale fishery contexts.  
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